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Entirely handcrafted from paper, each
lamp is truly one-of-a kind and brings airy
lightness to any space.
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If the interiors that people have been saving on

“tropical feeling” and “classic pattern.” Its importance

Instagram of late are any indication, cane is enjoying

to Brazilan modernism doesn’t hurt either. That’s

a renaissance. We’ve been seeing it crop up every-

also true for Caio Bahouth, Lucas Portes and

where, from sleek armchairs to chaise longues, side

Vinicius Mesquita — who founded the Rio studio O

tables to desks and pendant lights to room dividers.

Formigueiro in 2013 — although they favor subverting
the material’s traditional uses. “We like to transfer

Of course, designers’ obsession with this artisanal

cane to other surfaces, like tabletops,” as opposed to

weave

the more typical seating, says Bahouth.

is

not

exactly

new.

Marcel

Breuer’s

cantilevered tubular-steel Cesca chair — an iconic
design conceived in the late 1920s and featuring

Given cane’s colonial roots in Brazil — the

a woven cane seat and back — has gone in and

Kingdom of Portugal claimed the country in the

out of style, drawing renewed attention in the past

early 1500s — Bahouth finds it amusing that
contemporary makers are giving it new life.

today’s predilection for all things handmade

This may, he suggests, be because “traditional,

in our decor. Still, it feels like something else is

handmade and slow-manufacturing techniques

behind the material’s current vogue.

are being rediscovered.”

Seeking an explanation, we asked a handful of

Milan- and São Paulo–based Italian designers

contemporary designers working with cane and

Niccolò

other woven materials with a similar look to tell us

Adolini+Simonini, appreciate cane’s rich history

Adolini

and

Daniel

Simonini,

of

and traditional look. “It’s a mellow, soft material that
people identify with,” says Simonini, who explains
São Paulo creative Guilherme Wentz, who uses
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a large-scale weave and cotton thread in his Tela

wood chair are assembled by hand “like a puzzle.”

lounger for comfort, attributes cane’s appeal to its

— Jill Krasny
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Bring a touch of irreverence indoors with this
side table, made in Spain from red-varnished
concrete with a polished-brass tray.
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Consider Katie Stout’s Butt to Butt resin chair in

why “faux naïf,” rather than “sloppy craft,” may be

the form of an ungainly blue-hued woman with
scarlet nipples and lips, lolling in a shoulder

fakery has become so emblematic of these times.

stand. Or Chris Schanck’s Banglatown, a luxe
gold-foil

that

Zesty Meyers, of R & Company, likens the emerging

resembles an improvised Bengali bean trellis,

cabinet

with

bronze

shelving

aesthetic to Dada and points out that an expanding

complete with scarecrow. Or Sang Hoon Kim’s foam

market has pushed the bounds of taste. “Today,

sofa, its molten-looking surface evoking a cosmic

there’s global access to design,” he says. “The world

eruption leavened by splashes of memory foam in

is mashing up as never before, and a new sensibility

rich yellows and blues. Or Misha Kahn’s misshapen

about beauty is developing.”

Scrappy cabinet, woven together out of grass, found
trash and bits of stained glass.

Living in an age of political absurdity, on a
planet drowning in plastic waste from a now-

This is but a sampling of whimsical but also quite

turbocharged

global

consumer

culture

and

serious works by a band of mostly millennial makers

threatened by apocalyptic climate change, most

who are poking, prodding and, dare we say it, disrupt-

members of the new design wave insist they have

ing our notions of furniture and art. Design curator,

no agenda other than freewheeling creation.

critic and scholar Glenn Adamson has labeled this

Perhaps as a result, these makers and their

work “sloppy craft,” having coined the term in 2009 to

furnishings may not quite compose a movement,
but they certainly signal that a new zeitgeist has

now started to appear in design, too.

permeated contemporary creation.

The creative talents who produce these pieces may

It’s rude, brilliant, wily, rambunctious, sometimes

appear to have an entirely carefree approach to
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making, but they are, in fact, quite calculating, and

truths about the world and its trajectory. You can’t

they possess a real, if veiled, critical eye. Which is

get more collectible than that. — Marisa Bartolucci
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The renewable and insulating properties
of cork make it a natural medium for
this limited-edition cabinet crafted by
Brazil’s Campana brothers.
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Former fashion industry consultant Rossana Orlandi

In pursuit of this goal, Orlandi organized the

launched her eponymous Milan gallery in 2002, and

show “Ro Plastic-Master’s Pieces,” which featured

it quickly became an essential stop for collectors,

works made of recycled plastic by more than two

journalists and anyone else interested in design. When

dozen A-list creators. These included Carbonell,

Orlandi debuted the space — in a former tie factory in

Eek and Hayon, as well as Fernando Mastrangelo,

the city’s Magenta district — her particular penchant

Nika Zupanc and Dirk Vander Kooij, whose 2010

was for avant-garde pieces by promising young

Endless chair — 3-D printed using a single string

makers. Since then, she has helped the likes of Jaime

of plastic reclaimed from old refrigerators — is an

Hayon, Formafantasma, Nacho Carbonell and Piet

Orlandi favorite.

Hein Eek rise to international superstardom.
That exhibition took place at Milan’s Museo
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Today, Orlandi continues not only to spot new talent

Nazionale della Scienza e della Tecnologia

but to develop new initiatives for which she has a

Leonardo da Vinci, Italy’s largest museum

passion. Chief among these is her Guiltless Plastic

devoted to science and technology. It was a

project, which encourages designers to work with

fitting venue for the gallerist’s farsighted efforts.

recycled material. Orlandi sees it as her mission

Technology and design are becoming increasingly

to incubate the work of the “many young people

intertwined, after all. That’s something Orlandi —

involved in eco-sustainability projects who want to

ever on the lookout for innovation — already well

be part of the solution.”

knows. — Pilar Viladas
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Richness of color complements the extraordinary
versatility of this original 1972 Italian-made
sectional, which may be used as a whole or in parts,
to create an individualized seating concept.
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A veritable jewel box of color and glittering

Studio DB’s Damian and Britt Zunino faced the

light, the latest Kips Bay Decorator Show House

challenge of a tiny room, the former staff apartment.

brilliantly showed off designers’ current penchant

The pair thumbed their noses at the diminutive

for rich palettes. Most rooms in the building — a

square footage, painting the space a deep emerald

double-wide Georgian townhouse on Manhattan’s

and applying an enormously scaled interpretation

East 74th Street dating to 1920 — featured deeply

(executed by de Gournay) of a silvery wallpaper from

saturated hues less associated with interiors

a Beverly Hills house once occupied by Marlene

than with jewels from Bulgari, Cartier and Van

Dietrich. In the middle of it all stood an enormous

Cleef & Arpels. Although, if this display was any

footed soaking tub in an amethyst hue that was

indication, that may well be changing.
Jennifer Cohler Mason plundered the precious-

The design partners of Cullman & Kravis, for their

and-semiprecious-stone palette for her sitting

part, created a dining room of polish and drama,

room, where amber appeared in a channel-tufted

qualities that owe much to the wall treatment.

Racetrack sofa from Todd Merrill Studio and in

Hundreds

lamps on a console. Sapphire shone on Karl Springer

drops by Dougall Paulson, hand applied to the deep

of

24-karat-gold-covered

porcelain

and sapphire, in a banquette’s passel of toss pillows.
An eglomise mirror over the mantel set the room

raining down around the dining table and curved,

At the center, a trio of Ghirò Studio tables and
an arresting bronze-and-quartz Markus Haase
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Circlet chandelier from Todd Merrill Studio

show, looking for all the world like a piece of dramatic

injected metallic sheen.

statement jewelry writ large. — Jorge S. Arango
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Inspired by Arabic calligraphic art and the classic
candelabrum, this exceptional piece of lighting is
hand-forged from brass, with LED “candles”
crafted from solid crystal.
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Growing up in Palo Alto, California, Rosie Li always

“Making your pieces look effortless, that’s the trick
of design,” Li says. “The Bubbly chandeliers are

artist wasn’t for her. Instead, those interests led her

mysterious and magical to look at.” When you see

to the Rhode Island School of Design, from which

them, she explains, “you’re not thinking about the

she graduated in 2011 with a BFA in furniture

construction methods. You’re just seeing the form.”

design. She made her way to New York City and a

— Liz Logan

job with Roll & Hill, where she spent several years

Four years ago, she felt ready to strike out on her
own and established an atelier in the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Since then, she has been producing an array
of lighting designs, drawing ideas from such diverse
sources as the Yucatán fan palm and Eva Hesse’s
rope installations.
Technology also plays a major role in her creative
process. To seamlessly hold together the orbs of her
Bubbly chandeliers, for instance, Li and her studio
crafted 3-D-printed internal armatures of oil-rubbed
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